2020 Theatre Night Awards’ Foxy Winners

Outstanding Achievement in Contemporary Costume Design
Hoboken High School
The Wolves

Outstanding Achievement in Period/Fantasy Costume Design
Mahwah High School
The Tempest

Outstanding Achievement in Lighting Design
Cedar Creek HS
Makin’ It

Outstanding Achievement in Scenic Design
Summit High School
Clue: Live on Stage

Outstanding Achievement in Sound Design
Hopewell Valley Central High School
Clue: Live on Stage

Outstanding Achievement in New Media/Special Effects
Morristown-Beard School
The Laramie Project

Outstanding Achievement in Choreography or Movement
Rancocas Valley Regional High School
The Outsiders

Outstanding Achievement in Stage Combat
Millburn High School
She Kills Monsters

Outstanding Achievement in Live or Original Music
Don Bosco Prep
Frankenstein
Outstanding Achievement in Student Makeup Design
Bergen County Academies
The Secret in the Wings
Natalie Painter

Outstanding Achievement in Student Stage Management
Jonathan Dayton High School
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
Lauren Schultz

Outstanding Achievement in Educational Impact & Community Outreach
Morristown High School
The Miracle Worker
Katie Adams & Emily Hyman

Outstanding Achievement in Dramaturgy
Montclair Kimberley Academy
A Doll's House
Andi Stover

Outstanding Achievement in Stage Direction
Ridge High School
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Martha Harvey

The Peter Filichia Award for Pushing the Envelope in Academic Theatre
BCIT Medford APA
Macbeth: The Scottish Play in a Galaxy Far, Far Away
Scott Cooney

The Jo Anne Fox Newcomer Award
Lawton C. Johnson Summit Middle School
Ashley Raven

The Jo Anne Fox Veteran Award
Mater Dei Prep
Cindy Dwyer

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actor in a Comedic Stage Adaptation of
Literary Work or Film
Moorestown High School
Peter and the Starcatcher
Rocco Ruccolo as Smee
Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Comedic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Clue: Live on Stage
Jaycee Brill as Mrs. Peacock

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Comedic Stage Adaptation of Literature Work or Film
Summit High School
Clue: Live on Stage
Iain Alvidrez as Wadsworth

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Comedic Stage Adaptation of Literature Work or Film
Rahway High School
Peter & the Starcatcher
Story Young as Blackstache

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actor in Dramatic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film
West Morris Central High School
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Lars Olsen as Clopin Trouillefou

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Dramatic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film
Gloucester County Institute of Technology
Metamorphoses
Nicole D'Arecca as Aphrodite & Hunger

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Dramatic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film
Union County Academy for Performing Arts
The Arabian Nights
Vincent Marabuto as King Shahryar & Aziz

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Dramatic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film
West Morris Central High School
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Marisol Medina as Esmeralda
Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actor in a Classical Play
Jose Marti STEM Academy
*Eurydice*
Matthew Melo as Nasty Interesting Man

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Classical Play
Morris County School of Technology
*Antigone*
Samantha Franklin as Tiresias

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Classical Play
Thomas Jefferson Arts Academy
*Tartuffe*
Cooper Mendonssa as Tartuffe

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Classical Play
Ridge High School
*A Midsummer Night’s Dream*
Annabel DelGiorno as Helena

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actor in a Comedy
St. Joseph Regional High School
*Lend Me a Tenor*
Zachary Mackiewicz as Tito Morelli

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Comedy
St. Joseph Regional High School
*Lend Me a Tenor*
Chloe Hodnett as Diana

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Comedy
Mount Saint Dominic Academy
*You Can’t Take It with You*
Brian Bolger as Martin Vanderhof

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Comedy
Montgomery High School
*Moon Over Buffalo*
Sophia Sapienza as Charlotte Hay/ Roxane
Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actor in a Drama
Montclair Kimberley Academy
A Doll's House
John Colbert as Nils Krogstad

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Drama
Columbia High School
Fabulation or the Re-education of Undine
Jordan Muhammad as Allison & Grandma

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Drama
Princeton Day School
26 Pebbles
Alex Darenkov as Joe

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Drama
Westfield High School
Radium Girls
Sophie Tananbaum as Grace Fryer

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Middle School Production
Orange Avenue School
The Neverending Story
Olivia Ludlam as The Childlike Empress

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Middle School Production
Lawton C. Johnson Summit Middle School
That's the Spirit
Ryan Grondin as Detective Bud Frazer

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Middle School Production
Cicely L. Tyson School of Performing & Fine Arts
The Amen Corner
Niomi Sellers as Margret

Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actor in a Work of Innovation & Invention
Wardlaw+Hartridge School
The Tenants
Sahil Mulji as Don
Outstanding Performance by a Supporting Actress in a Work of Innovation & Invention  
Wardlaw+Hartridge School  
*The Tenants*  
Mayah Nissim as Caro

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actor in a Work of Innovation & Invention  
Memorial High School  
*disCONNECT*  
Christian Tabora as Queen the Cellphone

Outstanding Performance by a Lead Actress in a Work of Innovation & Invention  
Passaic Preparatory Academy  
*Antigone*  
Lixangelys Ruiz as Antigone

Outstanding Production of Middle School Play  
Cicely L. Tyson School of Performing & Fine Arts  
*The Amen Corner*

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Work of Innovation & Invention  
Passaic Preparatory Academy  
*Antigone*

Outstanding Work of Innovation and Invention  
Memorial High School  
*disCONNECT*

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Comedic Stage Adaptation of Literature Work or Film  
Montclair Kimberley Academy  
*Clue: Live on Stage*

Outstanding Production of a Comedic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film  
Summit High School  
*Clue: Live on Stage*

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Comedy  
Bloomfield High School  
*The Madwoman Of Chaillot*
Outstanding Production of a Comedy
Watchung Hills Regional High School
Almost Maine

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Dramatic Stage Adaptation of Literature Work or Film
Gloucester County Institute of Technology
Metamorphoses

Outstanding Production of a Dramatic Stage Adaptation of Literary Work or Film
West Morris Central High School
The Hunchback of Notre Dame

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Drama
Princeton Day School
26 Pebbles

Outstanding Production of a Drama
Westfield High School
Radium Girls

Outstanding Achievement by an Acting Ensemble of a Classical
Thomas Jefferson Arts Academy
Tartuffe

Outstanding Production of a Classical
Ridge High School
A Midsummer Night's Dream

Overall Outstanding Performance of a High School Actor
Montclair Kimberley Academy
Clue: Live on Stage & A Doll's House
John Colbert

Overall Outstanding Performance of a High School Actress
Westfield High School
Radium Girls
Sophie Tananbaum

Outstanding Overall Production of a High School Play
Ridge High School
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Superior Scoring Middle School Productions
Cicely L. Tyson School of Performing & Fine Arts
The Amen Corner

Lawton C. Johnson Summit Middle School
That's the Spirit

Orange Avenue School
The Neverending Story

High Superior Scoring High School Productions

BCIT Medford
Macbeth: The Scottish Play in a Galaxy Far, Far Away

Gloucester County Institute of Technology
Metamorphoses

Memorial High School
disCONNECT

Montclair Kimberley Academy
Clue: Live on Stage

Mooresstown High School
Peter and the Starcatcher

Morristown-Beard School
The Laramie Project

Princeton Day School
26 Pebbles

Ridge High School
A Midsummer Night's Dream

St. Joseph Regional High School
Lend Me a Tenor

Summit High School
Clue: Live on Stage
Wardlaw+Hartridge School
The Tenants

Watchung Hills Regional High School
Almost Maine

West Morris Central High School
The Hunchback of Notre Dame

Westfield High School
Radium Girls